
3 bedroom Cave House for sale in Castillejar, Granada

Cueva Leslie Los Olivos 

Beautiful 3 bedroom cave in the quiet hamlet of Los Olivos. The property faces east-south-east with views of the
Badlands. It has a large, gated patio with a shaded sitting area, barbecue and parking space. The house is fully cave
with the exception of the kitchen which is outbuild. The entrance is through the dining room which has a wood burner,
fireplace and storage cupboard. To the left are two bedrooms; one with a window and built-in closet. Straight on from
the dining room is a wide hallway lined with quality wooden storage units, leading to a large salon with a light well and
wood burner, and the third bedroom with wooden wardrobe. To the right from the dining room is the carefully
finished full bathroom and large, sunny, fully tiled kitchen. The walls and ceilings are covered with projected cement,
which gives a curvy, uniform finish. The floor tiles are uniform throughout, (except in the bathroom). The cave is sold
nicely furnished. This property is in an impeccable state, ready to move in.
The property is located a 5 minute walk from the local bar-restaurant and small food shop. The community summer
swimming pool is also a short walk. The charming village of Castilléjar is a 5 minute drive with shops, restaurants,
banks, primary school, doctor’s office and weekly market. The town of Huéscar is a 20 min drive with more amenities
and a 24 hr health centre. The area is surrounded by lush farmland and beautiful hillsides dotted with cave houses.
There are turquoise lakes within 20-40 minutes.

Bedrooms - 3
Bathrooms - 1
Water - connected
Electricity - connected
Sewage - connected
Internet - possible
Superficie - 285 m2
Construida - 172 m2
Furniture - yes
Land Register - present
Title deed - present

You are welcome to visit us. Our office is located in the center of the village of Huescar. We will give you the best
service and information about properties in the Altiplano de Granada. We also help you obtain a NIE number and
open a bank account. Contact us anytime for a viewing. When possible, we also offer walk-in and weekend viewings.

  3 bedrooms   1 bathroom   172m² Build size
  285m² Plot size

85,000€
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